GCAGS ANNUAL BOARD MEETING MINUTES
September 30, 2018
Shreveport Convention Center
Shreveport, LA
Ralph Richardson called the meeting to order at 8:10am. He asked the board to introduce themselves.
Those in attendance were Alan Brittain, David Benscoter, Lewis Billingsley, Gene Ames III, Brent
Hopkins, Brian Platt, Bill Whiting, Christian Dohse, Efrain Mendez, Jennifer Coor, Amanda Masterson,
Kate Kipper, Doug Carlson, Ernie LaFlure, Jeff Spencer, Rafael Gottardi, James Willis, Bob Merrill,
Cheryl Desforges, Mike Erpenbeck, Deborah Sacrey and Tom Ewing.
Ralph Richardson asked Kate Kipper to review the voting protocol. Kate said that there are 18 eligible
voters. Society Presidents or their representatives are eligible to vote. The GCAGS President, Past
president, Vice president, General Chair, and Treasurer are all eligible voters. Anyone in the room can
make a motion. There are special voting rules when changing the Constitution and Bylaws, but those do
not apply today since the Board will not be making any of those changes. Kate confirmed that a quorum
was present. For most things a simple majority vote is all that is required. And, as a general rule,
everything that involves money requires a vote.
Kate told the Board that the meeting agenda is the first document in the blue packet, and that the MidYear meeting Minutes are immediately behind it. Ralph Richardson confirmed that everyone had
reviewed the minutes. He asked for a motion to approve the minutes as presented. Deborah Sacrey made a
motion to approve the Minutes. David Benscoter seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously.
Finance Report
Kate Kipper reported that Daniel Sutton, the GCAGS Treasurer, could not attend the meeting. She stated
that she received Daniel’s report this morning and did not have a lot time to review it. She reviewed
Daniel’s PowerPoint slides for the Board. The slides are included here.
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2018 Convention Update
Alan Britain began his presentation by talking about web traffic to the 2018 convention website. He said
that 91% of all web traffic to their site came from the United States. Only 2 states did not visit the site.
Most of the hits came from the states of Texas and Louisiana. The webpage was active beginning in
September of 2017. There was an increase in web traffic to the site in February and March, then a steady
increase through the summer. Once the convention mail out was sent out, there was a noticeable increase
in traffic to the site. The most visited webpage was the homepage, followed by the technical program and
scheduling pages. The sponsorship and spousal events pages we’re lightly visited. Alan also reported that
most people visited the site from their computer, and that there was not much mobile traffic.
Alan next discussed the convention’s advertising efforts. Alan reported that the convention flyer mail-out
was distributed in early August to about 7500 people. Alan also reported that the convention had a fullpage advertisement in the September 2018 issue promoting the convention. The convention was also
continually advertised on the Houston Geological Society and the Shreveport Geological Society
websites. How did all of this translate to attendance? Alan said that as of Friday morning, the convention
had 294 registrants, and approximately 60% of that total is professional registrants. Alan said that only a
few people have registered on-site so far. Alan is hoping for about 100 walk-ins. Alan stated that people
who registered by the early bird deadline saved themselves about $75.
In terms of the technical program, Alan anticipates 66 oral presentations and 42 poster presentations. The
presentations are organized into themes such as Deepwater Gulf, Modern technologies, Climate Change
Shale Plays, and Depositional Environments. Alan stated that all of the talks are conveniently located on
one floor of the convention center, and travel between floors will only be necessary to visit the exhibit
hall.

Alan said that the original plan was to have three short courses and three field trips. However, as things
turned out, there will be only one short course (“RESERVOIR FLUIDS”) and one field trip (“OXBOW
LIGNITE SURFACE MINE”). The other short courses and field trips were canceled due to low interest.
Jeff Spencer suggested that GCAGS change its policy regarding feel trips. Jeff wanted to register his wife
for a field trip, however he was told that spouses and guests could not attend a field trip unless they paid
the full entrance fee for the convention. Tom Ewing commented that he was unsure if that is an actual
policy. Tom did not see any reason why spouses could not participate. Tom also commented that
information about the field trips and short courses needs to be posted on the convention website much
sooner than it was posted this year. Circling back to Jeff Spencer’s question about spouses, the board
agreed that’s the decision to allow spouses and guests on field trips should be up to each convention itself.
Mike Erpenbeck said that spouses and guests would be welcome to attend field trips in 2019 without
being full convention registrants.
Alan next talked about the All Convention Luncheon on Monday. John Dribus will be the speaker talking
about “The Continuing Evolution Global Exploration.” The fee for the luncheon is $50. As of Friday
morning, the luncheon had 61 registrants. Gene Ames said that lots of folks tend register for the
luncheons on-site. The luncheon is scheduled for 1.5 hours. The DPA Luncheon on Tuesday features Jeff
Jones from Quantum Energy. His topic will be “Looking Forward into the 21st-Century”. The fee for this
luncheon is also $50. As of Friday morning, there were 28 people registered. The convention is also
planning to have a “Women in Geosciences Breakfast”. The speaker for the breakfast will be Denise Cox,
and the topic is “The Value of Leadership in Your Career.” The fee for this event is $25. So far, there are
15 people registered.
Alan said that on Monday and Tuesday, there will be a continental breakfast with the exhibitors/vendors.
Toledo Mudlogging is sponsoring the event. This is a good opportunity for the exhibitors and vendors to
visit with the attendees.
The premier social event is scheduled for Monday night. It is the Geology and Wines of Burgundy France
led by Kevin Hill. The sponsor is Baker Hughes. Kevin Hill is bringing in a speaker from New York to
discuss the wines. It will be close to a three-hour dinner with seven or eight glasses of wine. There is a
lot of excitement around this event. There will be a bus to transport people to the Petroleum Club, even
though it is only about three blocks from here. So far there are 68 people registered. Alan hopes to sell
about 52 more tickets as people check in at the registration desk. David Benscoter said that the
Shreveport Geological Society has had similar wine events in the past, and each time they have been
fantastic.
The Sunday night Icebreaker is from 6 to 8 PM after the award ceremony, and there will be a local live
band and cuisine. About 300 attendees are expected. The Icebreaker will be in the exhibit hall.
Three spousal activities are scheduled: a trip to the Louisiana State Exhibit Museum, the Red River Revel,
and the Strand Theater tour. Alan was unsure about the number of spouses who plan to attend. James
Willis commented that two of the three spouse events did not make it into the program. He asked about
how information was being promoted to spouses. Alan said that information is on the convention website,
and the spouse events are being promoted at the registration desk.

David Benscoter, the convention treasurer, next talked about the budget. David said that updates about
convention registration come from GEM every month or so in advance of the convention, then much
more frequently as the date gets closer. David said that there was a giant leap in sponsorship income
recently due to Alan, Ralph and the sponsorship chair’s efforts. They went from about $25,000 three
weeks ago to $88,900 in sponsorship, with more coming.
The 2018 convention team is expecting people to register at the last minute since there is no additional
financial penalty (since they have already missed the early bird discount). David then talked about the
chart below.
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This income figure is from three days ago. The convention is hoping for more. Tom Ewing asked about
the “revenue from printing” line item. David said that item is revenue from selling the printed
Transactions. David commented that it is difficult to determine what goes into each line item, as there is
little accounting consistency from year-to-year. David said that the final budget would be more accurate.
Expenses were reviewed next.
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The Shreveport Convention Center line item of $26,000 is the fee for renting the space. David also said
that the budget has a “miscellaneous fees & contingencies” line item to cover unknown or underestimated
expenses. Regardless, David thinks that the convention will make money this year. James Willis asked
David about the fee for the Transactions publishing. That line item is often underestimated in budgetary
planning. When the publishing expense is included, the budget may not be as positive.
Deborah asked Alan about whether or not there will be a hospitality suite. Alan assured her that there
would be one.
Alan then talked a little bit more about sponsorship. The $89,000 comes from about 47 different sponsors
which includes sponsorship from some of the societies here in this room and some individual sponsors.
Alan thanked those groups for their support. Alan stressed to the board that sponsorship comes from
personal contact. Email requests simply do not work. Sponsorship chairs must be willing to make phone
calls and follow up.
Tom Ewing asked about how the Transactions would be distributed to registrants. James Willis responded
that registrants would receive an individual email link to access the Transactions volume (to be
downloaded). The Transactions volume is a little bit less than 1000 pages this year. The front matter
material has been significantly reduced to save on costs. The historical parts of the front matter are now
located only on the GCAGS website.
James Willis said that by going to a downloadable version of the GCAGS Transactions, we are able to
accept sponsorship dollars and include sponsors in the Transactions volume right up until the last minute.

James strongly suggests not going with a local printer for the Transactions, but instead using Onmipress,
who has worked with us for several years. Omnipress is familiar with the timeline that we work with and
can wait until almost at the last minute before printing.
Deborah expressed some concern about the size of the PDF file for the Transactions. She said that the file
size makes it especially difficult for those who do not live in urban areas to download. James said that
most people do not have a problem with the download. Most problems come from technical
incompetence.
Tom Ewing asked about the timeframe for the Transactions to go to AAPG Data pages. James said that he
shares the link with AAPG a few days after the convention.
James Willis also said that the technical program guide is on the website and is completely digitally
linked. There is also a QR code to scan (near registration, exhibit hall, and talks) that links to the digital
version of the program and also to the Explore and Discover part of the GCAGS website where the
articles and some presentation slides can be found.
2019 Convention Update
Mike Erpenbeck reported that there is no logo yet for the 2019 convention. They are waiting on a decision
from the GCAGS regarding the new GeoGULF logo. The GCAGS has hired a marketing firm to help
with the effort. Mike stated that the majority of the convention committees have been formed and most
folks have significant convention planning experience. Mike made special note of Linda Sternbach as the
Technical Program Chair. There is still a vacancy in the Sponsorship Chair position. They are working
feverishly to find a person who has contacts with the major oil companies, in particular with Shell and
Chevron, Baker Hughes, Schlumberger, and Haliburton. Deborah said that she would help the
Sponsorship Chair with the smaller companies and independents. She has already started talking to her
clients about sponsoring.
Mike then talked about the proposed themes for 2019 convention. They include topics such as deep water
plays and discoveries, unconventional plays, salt tectonic research, well failure/dry hole analysis,
international plays as they relate to the Gulf of Mexico, big data and machine learning, basin modeling
and geo-cellular reservoir modeling, public education outreach and a few more.
Mike also said that they are reviewing a few discussion panel ideas such as:
• Battle of the Super Basins– Gulf Coast Unconventional versus Permian in West Texas
• Business insight into the most profitable Gulf Coast plays versus overbought and costly plays
• Financing business deals for explorationists-how to access capital to fund G & G ideas
• Artificial intelligence in geo data – job creation and new directions for skills
• Young professional career track – your career at 5 – 10 and 15 years– What to expect.
2019 is hoping to have at least two of these panels.
Mike then said that the 2019 Call for Papers is in the 2018 Transactions and on the website. Mike said
that they are planning for two simultaneous sessions each half day. Mike is hoping to avoid conflicts
between popular sessions. Mike said that Linda Sternbach is anticipating a lot of paper submissions. She
will not accept all papers, only the good ones.

The convention hotel is the Marriott Westchase in Houston. The hotel is not located downtown, and it is
the old Adams Mark Hotel. The hotel was renovated during the most recent Houston Super Bowl, and the
rooms have been updated. The convention got good deals on room rates and meeting space. Mike
thought that the room block was 280 rooms, at a reduced rate of $169 per night. The layout is such that
the technical presentations will be on one wing of the hotel with a short walk to the exhibit hall in the
opposite wing. Everything is close, and the exhibitors should be happy. In addition, there is a lot of free
parking.
Mike then talked about the projected budget. It is very preliminary at this point.
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The registration income figure 258K comes from an average between the 2015 registration income and
the anticipated 2019 registration income.

Mike is hoping for 850 professional registrants in 2019, which is hopefully achievable because of the
buzz surrounding the GeoGULF concept. In 2015, early bird registration was $200, and in 2019 early
bird registration will be $325.
In 2015 the convention made $160,000 from sponsorships, and Lafayette in 2014 made over 200K from
sponsorship, but in 2019, the convention is hoping for $150,000 dollars in sponsorship. The projected
2019 revenue is $580,000.
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The projected convention expense total is $471,000. James Willis said that the projected Transactions
expense ($65,000) in the above budget is likely on the high side. James also said that the projected
printing cost in the above budget seems high as well. Kate Kipper reminded the Board that the
Association pays for the printing and layout of the Journal. Mike then commented that the 2015
convention spent significant money paying for a convention mail-out to over 12,000 people. Mike said
that the 2019 convention will not have such a large mail-out, or perhaps no mail out at all. Mike also said
that they negotiated a reduced contract with Michelle Gentzen, for consulting services, from $40,000 to
about $32,000. Mike then reviewed the rest of the line items. Mike was thinking that the convention
would likely spend more than the budgeted $6000 on publicity. The bottom line is the projected net
income will be about $109,000. In 2015, the convention made only about $35,000, which was a bit
disappointing.
Tom Ewing thanked Mike for his attempt to explain what goes into each line item. This will be very
beneficial in the future.

Mike concluded by talking about the updated contract with Michelle Gentzen. The following functions,
formerly performed by GEM will now be done by the convention volunteer staff:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Assembly of the Client’s organizing committee
Developing a timetable to be followed in managing the Convention planning
Designing Convention’s website and supplying text
Ordering supplies and giveaways, including promotional items, speakers’,
judges’ and VIP gifts
Putting Solicitation of abstracts, committee members, or session chairs for the
Convention’s technical program
Selection of speakers and poster presenters, assembly and management of the
entire technical program
Securing extended abstracts and complete manuscripts for publication in the
GCAGS Transactions
Sponsorship marketing and sales
Convention participation marketing and sales
Exhibit sales
Soliciting volunteers
Judging (all aspects)
Assembly, editing and production of printed materials for the Convention
Attendance promotion

Mike said that the contract has not yet been signed, but he is prepared to do so. This is a contract that we
will need to sign each year. Deborah said that the contract could be adjusted each year depending on the
needs of each host group. Houston has a lot of volunteers, and can handle most of this list easily.
Smaller societies will likely need more help.
Ralph Richardson asked the board if they were prepared to approve the 2019 preliminary budget. The
board agreed that Mike had done an excellent job preparing the financial information.
Continuity Committee
Tom Ewing began by reviewing the members of the committee.
• Tom Ewing – 2017 President (SA) and incoming CC chair
• Gene Ames – 2017 General Chair (San Antonio)
• Ralph Richardson – 2018 President (Shreveport)
• Alan Brittain – 2018 General Chair (Shreveport)
• Deborah Sacrey – 2019 President (Houston)
• Mike Erpenbeck – 2019 General Chair (Houston)
• Dallas Dunlap – Outgoing Committee Chair (Austin)

•
•
•

Additional contributors:
Kate Kipper – Executive Director
Daniel Sutton – Finance
James Willis – Editor

Tom then discussed the following future convention schedule. The future convention schedule is
currently proposed through 2023 with the anticipation of a return to Houston in 2023 to celebrate the
100th year of HGS. Houston is on a 4-year rotation.
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Tom Ewing then talked about convention rotation issues such as whether or not Austin or a Louisiana
society could be prepared to move to 2020 and if Mexico needs more time. The rotation is still a bit open
ended.
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Tom then reviewed the historical convention registration data in the graphs below.
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•

Finances are complex, highly variable

•
•
•

We’re in a new era where profits are hard to come by!
Exhibits are a relatively small but steady part of the financial mix
Still have problems with consistent accounting and reporting

Tom said that the GCAGS needs to have a good technical program that will drive attendance, and
encourage exhibitors and sponsors! We should consider targeted thematic sessions with key people invited
to contribute. The GCAGS needs to market itself more effectively.
Tom said that we need to think creatively and talked about the below items (that were previously
discussed at the Mid-Year Board Meeting).
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Tom then transitioned and began to speak about the GeoGULF initiative. The GeoGULF process began a
few board meetings ago, as a way to rename, reimagine, and reposition our convention as THE annual
geoscience convention in the Gulf of Mexico region both onshore and offshore. We are trying to create an
attractive, easy to remember product to reverse some of the negative trends shown in the previous
attendance and financial graphs. Tom said that our association has problems with consistency, and
hopefully this initiative will help with that. The rollout of the GeoGULF will be in Houston in 2019.
Houston is a natural and obvious choice. The branding should be consistent, and the logo should be
consistent, so that everyone involved (attendees and exhibitors) see this as the meeting to attend each year.
Hopefully, over time we will put together a standing technical program committee and a standing
sponsorship committee so that these aspects are not the sole responsibility of each locality.
Bruce Lemmon (GEM) recommended a marketing group (MDG) that GCAGS wants to hire to help us
with the GeoGULF effort. MDG has been around a long time and 80% of their work is involved with
events. They have offices across the country. MDG has had successes repositioning organizations /
companies in various industries. We want people to see the GeoGULF as a new event that, in a sense,
will liberate us from our recent declining past.

MDG will create a messaging platform and will develop four message planks highlighting key event
features and benefits. These value statements will serve as the foundation on which additional messaging
is built. The messaging platform will serve as a message “style guide” to ensure brand consistency
throughout the event and across all marketing and communication channels.
Once an event name and logo have been selected, mdg will provide a style guide for the new brand
including logo lockups, color palette, typography, iconography, guidelines for all graphic elements,
headline/message development and examples of use, from large format (a show floor banner) to online
format (an email template/graphic header and skyscraper display ad) to small format (a mobile app icon).
The above outlined scope of work can be executed for $17,400. Tom feels strongly that the GCAGS
should use this marketing company. Professionals are needed to stop the GCAGS’ decline, and we only
have one shot at doing this correctly.
Tom closed his report by making a motion to accept this contract. The funding for this marketing effort
should come from the Association itself, not the convention. Gene Ames seconded the motion.
There was then discussion. Tom said that this is not a long-term type contract. When the work is
completed, MDG’s job is done. Tom said that MDG will suggest convention names to us, but that
“GeoGULF” will be a name option. Deborah asked if the new logo will be customizable for each year
and city. She thought that the personal touch of adding the city name is important to the volunteers
working on the convention. Tom said that there is no plan to rename the GCAGS Transactions. Tom also
said that the intent is for the GCAGS to be responsible for the meeting, not the just the individual society.
Ernie LaFlure asked if the meeting could be held in Houston each year, but a different society be in charge
of organization. Tom said that this has been discussed before, and it is theoretically possible. Deborah
asked if the GCSSEPM is okay with the convention name change. Tom said that the GCSSEPM is aware
of the proposed name change. Tom said that he would follow up with the GCSSEPM and reconfirm that
they are on board. The GCSSEPM has no real financial stake in our convention. James Willis asked
about revenue-sharing for societies who step up to complete a specific convention task. James thinks we
are under underutilizing the volunteer staff of most of the societies. There are some really talented people
out there who could help us out. Tom mentioned that some of the societies (other than Houston) are
reluctant to host the convention again for fear of failure. New Orleans is one such example. Bill Whiting
said that New Orleans might have identified a new venue out of the French Quarter. Bill suggested
contacting the NOGS current President and VP if the GCAGS is seriously considering New Orleans as a
location again. Tom said that one problem that the GCAGS has is that we require a lot of meeting space
for our talks, but that we often don’t have enough attendees coming to meet the hotel room block
requirement corresponding to all that meeting space. As a closing comment, James Willis recommended
that we rename the GCAGS Transactions to the GeoGULF Transactions. Therefore, every citation from
the GeoGULF Transactions would reinforce / promote our name change. GeoGULF is the name of our
convention, not our group.
Ralph Richardson ended the discussion. He asked the Board if they were ready for a vote? The motion on
the floor is that we pay MDG $17,400 to help us with the GeoGULF effort. The motion passed
unanimously.
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The Continuity Committee and Tom’s next topic of discussion was the proposed 2020 convention in
Mexico. Efrain Mendez stepped up to make a presentation to the Board. Below are his slides essentially
comparing the two proposed locations: Cancun and Merida.
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After the presentation, discussion was encouraged. Ernie LaFlure asked which location would be best for
field trips, Efrain responded Merida, for sure. Deborah asked about the effect of the new incoming
president and the resulting regulations. Efrain wasn’t sure that there would actually be significant
changes. Kate Kipper asked which location would be better for the Mexican attendees. Efrain thought
that Merida would be more attractive to this group. Security would likely be similar in either location.
Transportation is easier to Cancun. A question was asked about changing the time of year away from
hurricane season. Efrain said the convention would be in either September or October.
Tom said that any convention in Mexico could not be underwritten by the GCAGS. AMGP would have
to assume the financial risk. The convention center in Merida is brand new, and the city is considered
safe. Cancun is a location known by most Americans. Location is clearly a difficult decision. Tom also
said that we have no idea of the projected attendance for this meeting. It would be very easy to
overcommit on space. Tom said that a lot of our traditional attendees would likely not attend, but that the
location would attract another different group of attendees and exhibitors. One way to ensure the success
of a Mexico meeting is to get lots of sponsorship. Tom stated that the convention would essentially be an
AMGP convention with the GCAGS as a sponsor. A question was asked about what language the talks
would be in. Efrain said that the talks would be in English since this would be an international event. The
website would be in both English and Spanish.

Tom asked about the effect and impact on our rebranding if we go to Mexico. It is possible that we lose
some momentum, but on the other hand it reinforces our affiliation to the whole gulf basin. 2020 is also a
year when AAPG is in Houston, so it is a good time to get away.
Deborah then expressed concern about the safety of our attendees. Efrain again said that security should
not be a significant problem. Deborah said that she would prefer Cancun over Merida. Transportation is
easier, and it would appeal to more spouses and families. Most agreed that Cancun is a better choice from
a marketing perspective. Efrain said that once a location decision is made, AMGP could provide more
info on finances. Brent asked Efrain if he had any idea about how many PEMEX people would attend.
Efrain did not know the answer to Brent’s question or the level of PEMEX’s support. Tom polled the
Board to get a sense of the Cancun vs. Merida question. Most of the Board preferred Cancun. James
asked Efrain if he had any sense about how many Mexican attendees we might lose if the event were in
Cancun. Efrain did not think Cancun would be a significant negative for Mexican attendees.
Tom Ewing moved that we accept the report given by Efrain and that the GCAGS tentatively commit to
Mexico in 2020 pending a location decision, the receipt of a detailed budget, an understanding of meeting
space, an expectation of the number of Mexican attendees, and AMGP underwriting. These factors should
be known by the mid-year meeting. The Board can officially approve a “Mexican meeting” at the midyear board meeting. Deborah asked Efrain to follow up with AMGP about the number of Mexican
attendees expected. Deborah seconded the motion. The motion passed. Efrain abstained from the vote
as he was in the hall having a phone discussion with AMGP leadership.
Development of Student Awards
James Willis proposed that the GCAGS create student awards for best oral presentation, best poster
presentation, and best publication in the GCAGS Transactions. For presentations and posters, the student
must clearly be the lead presenter, and for publication awards, a student must be the lead author. These
awards might attract more students to the convention and create some publicity. James said that these
awards could begin with this convention. The judges would just evaluate the presentation or paper as they
normally would, and the paper, poster or presentation would be ranked in comparison to other students.
The students would still be eligible for the traditional convention awards. There is a cost element for the
award plaques. James also suggested naming the student awards after key GCAGS individuals. James
would like to see an award named after Brian Lock (ULL). There was then a bit of discussion about if a
plaque should be given for 1st – 3rd places. James Willis made a motion that the GCAGS establish student
awards (1st – 3rd) for each of the award categories (published paper, presentation and poster presentation).
Brian Platt seconded the motion. After discussion, the motion was amended to only give award plaques to
the first place student in each category. The motion passed unanimously.
Development of the "GCAGS Quarterly News"
James Willis proposed the development of a quarterly newsletter that would be distributed to all societies
(and likewise their members by forwarding) and AAPG members. Perhaps the newsletter would be sent
out in key months with information relevant to the convention (maybe Nov., Feb., May, and Aug). This
would also make sure a 'convention' group is meeting key time goals as well as providing news of the
local societies, general news of the Association, and / or maybe a Keynote article submission.

The publication would be self-funded by advertisements. James and his wife are willing to take the risk so
that this can only ever be "in the black" for GCAGS. This newsletter would help develop sponsorship
opportunities and a membership identity for the Association.
Doug Carlson thought that this type of a newsletter would reach many more people from his society
(BRGS) than even the AAPG Explorer. Only about 25% of the BRGS are AAPG members. Bob Merrill
thought that the newsletter could be used to promote the Journal. Ernie LaFlure, as a society president,
was not really excited to have to write another report. Ernie specifically wanted to know what James was
looking for. James suggested providing info on talks given in the society, and field trips etc. James said
photos would be good too. Info on society leadership could be one of the quarterly reports provided by
the societies as well as info grabbed from the society websites. James Willis made a motion to develop
the "GCAGS Quarterly News" with a publication cost of $6000 to be offset by advertisement with zero
cost risk to the GCAGS. The publication could be launched in the Spring. We might consider branding it
with our new brand. Deborah seconded the motion with the slight modification of branding the name
with our “new brand.” The motion passed unanimously.
**After checking with AMGP leadership, Efrain reported that they would assume the financial risk of the
meeting and share in any profits.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
Awards and Nominations
Brent Hopkins reported that’s the purpose of his committee is to solicit nominations from members to
recognize the achievements and contributions of other member geoscientists and submit those
recommendations to the board.
Below is the list of people who will be receiving awards at tonight’s award ceremony.
• Don Boyd
– Tom Ewing (Gene Ames, STGS)
• Distinguished Service
– Dawn Bissell (Hopkins, CCGS)
– Jeff Spencer (Bissell, CCGS)
– James Willis (Brian Locke, LGS)
• Statesmanship Award
– Christopher McLindon (Cope, NOGS)
What has been missing from the GCAGS for the last 2 years is a teacher of the year submittal. Previously
the host society has put forward a candidate that is voted on at the mid-year meeting. This person
receives the GCAGS award at convention and historically this person was then put forward to the AAPG
early the next year for consideration for their award. However, this process is now changing.
To increase the number of for the AAPG award, AAPG plans to:
– Promote national deadline in non-AAPG circles.
– Change to an application only.
– Accept all applications in central system by national deadline (Feb. 1) to be reviewed by
TOTY committee.
– Change to one review period of all applications.
– Have section representation on TOTY Committee.

• Brent proposes that the GCAGS Awards Chairman fill this role.
– Publish the scoring rubric.
– Have no reserved applications.
Brent said that his committee needs more members. After this meeting, he steps down as the Chair, and
the newly Past GCAGS President (Ralph) becomes the new Chair of the committee. Brent will stay on
the committee to help out. The time commitment for this committee is very minimal.
Ralph asked Deborah to help him populate the committee next year

Brent then took a few minutes to recognize the outgoing GCAGS officers.
AAPG Advisory Council
Bill Whiting began by saying that he and Deborah Sacrey are the GCAGS representatives on the AAPG
Advisory Council. He reported that the Advisory Council convened on May 18, 2018 in Salt Lake City
during the AAPG ACE 101 year meeting. Paul Britt presided.
There are 13 elected members of the Council including two for the GCAGS, and 8 others ranging from
past presidents to Division Chairs such as the EMD.
Past AAPG presidents may serve up to three times on the Council if they so chose.
Most of the business is conducted in executive session with a high degree of confidentiality. Selections
are sent to the AAPG executive committee for final approval. Nominations may range for one selection
for the Sidney Powers award to several for Distinguished Service and YPs. There are multiple candidates
for each award and all bio's and supporting letters are reviewed, a councilor may also address the council
in support of a nominee. The Executive committee generally will announce the results in December and
publish them in the Explorer. We also held two teleconference calls as follow ups.
The next AC meeting will be at the AAPG Annual Business meeting, October 20th at the Doubletree
Hotel in downtown Houston. The new chairman is the immediate past AAPG President, Charles
Sternbach.
Publications
Amanda Masterson, the Publications Chair, reported that in July 2018, the semiannual payment for sales
of GCAGS publications from January 1 through June 30, 2018, in the amount of $294.00 was sent to
GCAGS Finance Chairman Daniel Sutton.
The GCAGS and member geological societies’ publications are sold year-round in the Bureau of
Economic Geology (BEG) bookstore in Austin. Below is a list of the July 2018 royalty payments made to
societies whose publications are sold via the BEG.
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The online store, https://store.beg.utexas.edu/store/ (note the new URL) is ever-evolving. Amanda
asked the society presidents to send digital versions of their publications for sale and selling prices for
adding to The Bureau Store. She also urged the society presidents and publications chairs, to please keep
publishing new products and to reprint and/or scan older publications as they go out of print, as these
activities are a great resource.
Amanda said that the BEG may be able to scan the societies’ publications, and to please contact her if you
are interested in this service.
The current balances of Publications Committee accounts (as of 8/31/2018) are $63.75 in regular savings,
$4,017.74 in money market, and $920.12 in business checking.
Amanda asked the Board for permission to exhibit the GCAGS bookstore at AAPG-San Antonio next
May. There is a booth fee to exhibit at AAPG. The BEG provides the vehicle to transport the booth.
Amanda made a motion that the GCAGS bookstore be authorized to exhibit at AAPG-San Antonio. Alan
Brittain seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously.
GCAGS Journal
Bob Merrill reported that Volume 7 of the GCAGS Journal is completed and includes nine published
manuscripts. Thirteen extended abstracts were submitted and approved for publication. Of the four
manuscripts not included in the final publication, three were manuscripts were not submitted and one
manuscript was not re-submitted following the editor’s comments.
This year we had two associate editors that did a wonderful job. We need to identify additional
associate editors for future issues.
The Volume 7 papers are currently available online via www.gcags.org.
The 2019 Call for Papers is available online at www.gcags.org and an email blast through AAPG is
forthcoming. The Call for Papers includes a statement requesting manuscript submittals describing Gulf

Coast Oil and Gas Fields, a subject area that has not been emphasized in recent years. GCAGS deadlines
for 2019 are December 15, 2018, for initial extended abstracts, and April 2, for manuscripts.
Bob wants to get greater exposure for the Journal. He plans to solicit manuscripts from the society
presidents and hopefully some from Mexico.
Preliminary assessment of the abstracts for publications will be completed by January 15, 2019, and
acceptance letters with a request for full manuscripts will be sent out by February 1, 2019.
Grants Committee
Brian Platt reported that the committee is made up of himself, Danny Harrelson, David King and Aimee
Villarreal. Aimee Villarreal has filled the vacancy on the committee following Brian Platt replacing Rene
DeHon as chair. The board recommended that the new committee member be somebody from industry
and Aimee is a Senior Geologist at ConocoPhillips.
The announcement for the 2018 GCAGS Grant program went out in late 2017. The grant package was
sent to 46 universities in the Gulf Coast Region. The deadline for applications was set for February 15,
2018. Seven faculty proposals and 36 Student proposals were received—this is the highest number of
applications that Platt has seen since joining the committee in 2015.
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The proposals were sent out to committee members in early March with a March 21 deadline for
recommendations to be returned to the committee chair. The final ranking and recommendations were
presented to the GCAGS Mid-Year meeting on April 6.
The committee received 7 faculty applications from 6 universities. The subjects of these proposals were
Geochemistry (2), Geophysics (2), and Sedimentology and Stratigraphy (3).
The committee received 36 student applications from 20 universities. The subjects of the proposals were:
Geochemistry (16), Geophysics (5), Hydrology (2), Paleontology (2), and Sedimentology and
Stratigraphy (11). The student applicants’ degree programs were Bachelors (4), Masters (12), and
Doctorate (20).

The committee initially recommended funding one faculty grant and 19 student grants for a total of
$29,000. The recommended funding amounts were based on the grant award total of $29,000 from 2017,
with the understanding that the 2018 budget may differ.
At the mid-year board meeting, the board agreed to set the budget for 2018 awards at $22,000. Following
the mid-year meeting, the grants committee reevaluated the top-ranked student applications to modify the
awards accordingly. The final awards consisted of one faculty grant and 18 student grants.
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At the Mid-Year meeting, the Board also recommended that grant recipients be more strongly encouraged
to present their GCAGS funded research at a future GCAGS meeting and to publish their research in
GCAGS Transactions. As a first step, the letter accompanying award checks was modified as follows:
2017 Award Letter Template

2018 Award Letter Template

Dear NAME,

Dear NAME,

On behalf of the Board of Directors of the Gulf
Coast Association of Geological Societies and
the GCAGS Student Grant Committee, I am
pleased to inform you that you have been
awarded a grant of $AMOUNT to aid you in
your research entitled TITLE. We encourage
you to deposit the enclosed check as soon as
is convenient for you and notify by e-mail, mail,
or phone verifying that you have received your
check.

On behalf of the Board of Directors of the Gulf
Coast Association of Geological Societies and
the GCAGS Student Grant Committee, I am
pleased to inform you that you have been
awarded a grant of $AMOUNT to aid you in
your research entitled TITLE. We encourage
you to deposit the enclosed check as soon as
is convenient for you and notify by e-mail,
verifying that you have received your check.

The GCAGS also provides a Faculty Travel &
Presentation Grant Program, which provides
travel funds to present your research results at
an annual meeting of the GCAGS. As a
Student Research Grant recipient, you can
qualify for the $400 Travel & Presentation
Grant if you meet the requirements described
in the Guidelines and Restrictions.
If you have a paper on your funded research
accepted for presentation at a GCAGS Annual
Meeting, then you should send, prior to that
meeting, the travel application form to me or
whoever is Student Grant Committee
Chairman at the time. The name of the
Committee Chairman and his contact
information will always be posted on the
GCAGS web page (www.gcags.org). In order
for you to qualify for the Travel & Presentation
Grant, your paper must be submitted to, and
accepted by GCAGS before the fifth
anniversary of the completion of your research
or before April 15, 2022, whichever occurs first.
Again, congratulations on your award. We wish
you the best in completing your research and
hope that you will be able to present your
results at a GCAGS Annual Meeting.

The slide below summarizes the changes.

Also, please recall that as conditions of your
award, 1) you must submit a one-page
progress report to the Faculty Grant
Committee Chair within one year of receiving
the grant, and 2) you are strongly encouraged
to submit your research results to the GCAGS
for consideration for presentation at the Annual
Convention and publication in the GCAGS
Transactions. The abstract deadline has
passed for the 2018 meeting, but I look forward
to seeing your submission at a future meeting.
Again, congratulations on your award. I wish
you the best in completing your research and
hope to see you at an upcoming GCAGS
Annual Meeting.
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Brian asked the Board for any more suggestions; such as should we no longer advertise faculty grant as
$5,000? Should we require a GCAGS presentation for funded awards? James Willis suggested
advertising the faculty grant as up to $5000. Deborah wanted to see the faculty grant number reduced to
$3000, and the remaining $2000 given to students. James then suggested giving the students half or 2/3
of their award up front, and then giving them the remaining amount after the student presents at the
convention. Gene Ames responded that students often don’t have enough time or money to travel and
present at the GCAGS. Jennifer Coor responded that about 10 years ago she received a student grant. At
that time she was unable to attend the convention due to scheduled university comprehensive exams. Her
university also did not help pay for travel. She said that most students do not have the money to travel.
Deborah said that the dollar amount of some the awards would not even cover the travel expense to the
convention. Deborah suggested just strongly encouraging the top grant winners to attend. James then
commented that he thinks the GCAGS should only fund “A” level research, and perhaps reduce the
number of awards given, but then give larger award amounts (that could possibly cover funding to the
meeting.) Deborah suggested just requiring students to submit an extended abstract as a condition of the
award.
Brian said that he would change the wording on the awards packet to say faculty grants up to $5000,
student grants up to $2000, and have a requirement for students and faculty to submit an extended abstract
to the GCAGS Transactions. Grant recipients will also be encouraged to publish in the GCAGS Journal.
Brian said that he plans to go to totally electronic applications this year.
Historian
Jeff Spencer asked the Board to send him significant or interesting early GCAGS documents or letters,
and to please consider scanning them and submitting them for addition to our website (see: “Historic
documents and letters” under the GCAGS tab –far left).

He reported that the Petroleum History Institute (PHI) held a very successful annual Oil History
Symposium & Fieldtrip in Salt Lake City, UT from May 17-19. In 2019 the symposium will be held in
New Brunswick, Canada, June 27-29. Call for papers just went out (www.petroleumhistory.org).
Jeff said that there will be 5 geology and history talks at this Shreveport convention.
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Jeff said that there is a small poster presentation here in Shreveport that he put together on the history of
GCAGS in Shreveport and some photos of early oil in the area. This is not associated with the regular
poster presentations.
The meeting concluded with the society reports. Kate Kipper stressed keeping the reports brief.
The meeting adjourned after the completion of the society reports.

